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Abstract 

In light of the unprecedented 2021 Capitol riots and the 2020 U.S. presidential election, there is 

no doubt that social media technologies like Parler facilitated online radicalization of individuals 

towards violence. As a result, the content on Parler, its lax positioning on content regulation, and 

heavily one-sided political leanings rendered it an attractive environment for empirically studying 

normative behaviors of a social network that is predominantly right-wing extremist. This thesis 

project considers characterizing the use of language by sub-communities detected on Parler 

composed of a conglomeration of conservatives, conspiracy theorists, and far-right extremists 

under a common goal to spread radical propaganda and disinformation on a mainstream social 

network. Through implementation of HDBSCAN clustering of Parler users into sub-communities 

based on the similarity of their hashtag patterns, it was possible to identify virtual social groups 

that subscribed to a wide assortment of far-right beliefs in varying degrees. Drawing on the 

theoretical framework of radicalism by Kruglanski et al. (2014) combined with literature insights 

on NLP applications to online extremism (Torregrosa et al. 2020, Hitkul et al 2021), it was also 

possible to establish clear measures of radicalization of a sub-community as well as differences 

across sub-communities on Parler. The results show that the most popular topics of conversations 

among Parler communities were centered around Trumpism, conspiracy theories, far-right 

extremist groups, voter fraud, and conservative in-group favoritism. The texts were subsequently 

subjected to corpus linguistics tools such as n-gram frequency measures, domain-specific 

vocabulary significance tests and concordance analysis in order to find patterns in the usage of 

words. In general, users in radicalized communities deployed a number of strategies in their 

discourse that is characteristic of perpetuating the far-right narrative thereby exposing more and 

more people to opportunities for radicalization. This entailed constructing a violent and aggressive 

discourse with warmongering qualities effectively creating an ‘us vs. them’ dichotomy that 

legitimizes their need for violence. It was also discovered that radicalized sub-communities used 

persuasive language in endorsing far-right beliefs to others among their community by leveraging 

the affordances of social media engagement features as a way to normalize extremist views.  

Keywords: online extremism, data science, computational linguistics, social media, alt-tech 

platforms, community detection  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Context 

The use of online social media (OSM) has grown significantly over the past decade. Social media 

are website and app-based digital communication tools that enable users to interact with each 

other by disseminating and consuming information (Lifewire 2021). As of 2021, within a world 

population of 7.9 billion human beings, there are 4 billion active social media users worldwide in 

which the average person has 8.6 various social media accounts (Backlink 2021). This number 

amounts to more than half of the world being active on social media.  Moreover, according to 

Statista (2021), an average user spends 142 minutes daily on social media platforms, engaging 

in activities facilitating the broad exchange of ideas and content while interacting with friends and 

strangers alike. Evidently, these platforms play a fundamental role in daily life as anyone can 

easily express their thoughts, opinions and feelings through the internet and these ideas can 

spread garnering global attention in a matter of seconds. While this has a created an effective 

medium for organizations, consumers, businesses, and governments to easily communicate with 

each other; it has also created an ideal space for extremist groups and individuals to manipulate 

behavior and public opinion. Indeed, research done by Berger at al. (2013), Kwok & Wang (2013) 

and O’Callaghan et al. (2013) into this subject show that OSM platforms are being misused for 

radicalism and disinformation due to their low publication barrier, lack of rigorous moderation, 

anonymity, and mass reachability. In 2018, Twitter reported over 1.2 million accounts were 

suspended for terrorist content since August 2015 (Twitter 2018). While an impressive 

undertaking, the problem of extremism propagated through OSM still impacts the mobilization 

and uprising of violent events to this day (Stern, Linke & Holland 2016; Karrel, Linke, & Holland 

2021).  

A living example of this occurrence is the infamous January 6th 2021, storming of the 

United States Capitol by an angry mob composed of various right-wing extremist groups and 

supporters of Trump shortly following the 2020 U.S. presidential election (Farivar 2020). The riots 

were an attempt to overturn the 2020 presidential election by disrupting the joint session of 

Congress assembled to count electoral votes (Reeves, Mascaro & Woodward 2021). Experts on 

the matter revealed that rioters openly planned to disrupt the counting of electoral votes for several 

weeks prior to the event (Graff 2021). Plans were coordinated on ‘alt-tech’1 platforms such as the 

social networking service Parler among other instant messaging services (e.g., Telegram, Gab 

etc.) which were used to discuss previous Trump rallies and for storming the Capitol (Frenkel 

2021). Evidently, the rise of online social media that cater to alt-right groups as digital tools for 

online radicalization and mobilization have notably played a pivotal role in the manifestation of 

the 2021 United States Capitol attack.    

Traditionally in online worlds, prevalence of extremism was once isolated to the fringes of 

anonymous message boards where hateful individuals would escalate extremist rhetoric and spill 

disinformation on current events while contently safeguarded by their anonymity and privacy 

(Lopez 2021). Despite this, the value of anonymity exercised in these message boards did not 

allow for mass organizing of extremist groups to enact social change in online and offline worlds.  

 
1 Alt-tech is a group of websites, social media platforms, and Internet service providers which have become 
popular among the alt-right, far-right, and others who espouse extreme or fringe opinions. 
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Over the years at increasingly accelerating rates, online conversations about extremist and radical 

ideas have shifted from the fringes of the internet and into the mainstream foreground (Lopez 

2021). The boundaries between what constituted mainstream and non-mainstream/conspiracy-

related ideas have dissolved as more and more extremist activity show up on our most common 

social media apps (Torok 2011). Lopez (2021) argues that with the rise of social media popularity, 

extremist beliefs and ideologies have been gradually normalized on mainstream platforms. 

Indeed, much of extremist discourse on the internet can now be found on common social media 

apps such as Parler (Floridi 2021).  

Parler is an American microblogging and social networking service launched in 2018 

(Cryst 2021). Registered users can share information instantly by posting short messages known 

as Parlays. Parler brands itself as a free speech-focused and ‘unbiased’ alternative to other 

mainstream OSM platforms such as Twitter and Facebook (Binder 2020). However, it is known 

to be a hyper-conservative platform (Munn 2021). Indeed, Parler attracts the interest of 

conservatives, Trump supporters, religious, and patriotic individuals (Aliapoulios 2021). Shortly 

after the 2020 U.S. presidential election, Parler drew the attention of many right-wing politicians 

and influencers (people with large online followings) as a platform where they can promote 

provocative ideas without concerns of having their content removed. Parler soon became a haven 

for far-right extremists and conspiracy theorists who were interacting with the radical right flocking 

to the platform when Donald Trump publicly denounced mainstream social media giants like 

Twitter and Facebook for targeting him and other conservatives (Newhouse 2020). Mass 

proliferation of OSM usage in recent years by right-wing extremist groups have produced 

decentralized digital communities whereby conservative folks and far-right extremists can now 

more easily coalesce to share and espouse radical beliefs and policies. Such alt-tech platforms 

enable the convergence and exposure of both extremists and non-extremists with shared 

attitudes and personal grievances to connect with each other in transformative ways that could 

lead to negative tangible societal outcomes as experienced in the Capitol riots.  

While a large body of literature in recent years have examined the problem of extremism 

on social media, many of the studies published were conducted on the mainstream OSM 

platforms with very little academic attention on up-and-coming small-scale social media 

technologies, especially of ones adopted by far-right groups. Scientific research that delves into 

right-wing extremism on alt-tech OSM platforms is still early and recent which makes it an 

appealing and interesting material to learn more from. Nevertheless, due to research performed 

by Hitkul et al. (2021), it is now well understood that different social media platforms display clear 

differences in how political events and related discussions are covered by the public. The authors 

conducted a comparative study on the trending content and users surrounding the riots on Parler 

and Twitter that revealed a divisive contrast in the rhetoric between the two platforms. Hitkul et 

al. (2021) highlights well the notion that far-right groups are exerting greater influence of extremist 

ideologies on trending OSM platforms and normalizing them as mainstream views by leveraging 

real-time social network engagement features (e.g., Hashtags, sharing, commenting etc.) to 

further expand their political agenda.  

What was largely left unexplored from the work by Hitkul et al. (2021), however, was a 

deeper investigation into studying latent radicalized communities with extremist agenda on Parler 

and understanding the language patterns that were being used within this social network that 
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could characterize them. This thesis project considers characterizing the use of language by sub-

communities on Parler composed of a conglomeration of conservatives, conspiracy theorists, and 

far-right extremists under a common goal to spread radical propaganda and disinformation on 

mainstream channels.  

Consequently, the research question of this thesis is:  

How does the language of corpora from radicalized communities discovered on Parler 

compare to online conservations on Twitter regarding the 2021 Capitol riots and election fraud? 

Corpus-based linguistic research into identifying normative behaviors of extremism based 

on quantitative analysis of language remains scarce (Prentice 2012). Despite this, it is believed 

that interpreting patterns in language will afford insights into how extremist discourse with its 

radical ideologies shapes itself on social media. As Litvinova (2018) critically points out, to 

develop effective counter-terrorism methods, it is important to analyze and understand extremist 

ideology reflected in texts. The importance of the analysis of extremist rhetoric produced 

immediately after a violent event is due to the fact that following a high-profile attack, not only 

does the character of extremist propaganda change but it also reaches its peak (Stepin 2015).  

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 will contextualize concepts of 

radicalization and extremism as well as review the current literature regarding the relevant 

analyses of extremism on social media. Section 3 will provide a detailed account of the approach 

and methodology taken to study language by Parler communities, including the datasets and data 

analysis techniques that were used. The results and observations from the computational corpus 

linguistics of Parler and Twitter data will be discussed in Section 4. Discussion and limitations of 

the work is elaborated upon in Section 5. The conclusion and suggestions for future work 

concludes this thesis in Section 6. 

2 Theoretical framework 
Section 2.1 addresses the concepts of radicalization, extremism and extremist discourse that 

provide the domain context important for this research. Section 2.2 reviews existing literature and 

techniques that have contributed to community detection methods of virtual communities that also 

engage in the study of online extremism. Section 2.3 reviews existing literature of NLP 

applications to online extremism.  

2.1 Towards conceptualizing online extremism  

2.1.1 Radicalization  

The term ‘radicalization’ and ‘extremism’ is widely used online but within literature, there are 

different definitions given for these terms equipped with a number of overlapping views. As such, 

there is no universally accepted definition in academia or government for radicalization and 

extremism (Aldera et al. 2021). Even in academic research (e.g., Correa & Sureka 2013), 

extremism and radicalization are often used as exchangeable terms to refer to the same 

phenomenon, which can lead to a misunderstanding that both terms share the same conceptual 

meaning (van de Weert & Eijkman 2019). Instead, van de Weert & Eijkman (2019) posit that while 

both terms are synonyms, they are conceptually different, and radicalization is part of extremism. 

Thus, online radicalization is defined as the process by which an individual gets exposed to 
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ideological messages and belief system that encourages movement from mainstream beliefs 

towards extreme views, principally through social media (COPS 2021). McCauley & Moskalenko 

(2008) combines a political dimension to this notion that these extremity in beliefs and opinions 

are in support of intergroup conflict and violence. Although radicalization is an extremely multi-

faceted concept (Trip et al. 2019), researchers (e.g., Doosje et al. 2013, Koehler 2013) have 

attempted to explain critical triggers for the phenomenon. While studies like United Nations Office 

on Drugs and Crime (2012) have linked socio-economic and demographic conditions as 

vulnerability factors towards radicalization, these explanations generally lack insight as to how 

psychological factors are involved. Instead, Lara-Cabrera (2017) asserts that in addition to the 

socio-demographic factors, personal motives such as feelings, basic needs, emotions as well as 

personal life situations and experiences are much more important triggers for radicalization. The 

psychological model of radicalization by Kruglanski et al. (2014) attributes these types of personal 

motivations to a fundamental universal human need for significance, an abstract need in which 

people strive for a deeper meaning to their existence. In their theoretical framework, Kruglanski 

et al. (2014) conceptualizes radical behavior as a motivational imbalance whereby the individual 

becomes so deeply invested in reaching a focal goal that this simultaneously undermines other 

goals that matter to other people. In this manner, the greater the imbalance between one’s 

commitment to a focal goal and commitment to alternative goals, the greater the degree of 

radicalization. According to Van den Hurk & Dignum (2021), looking at radical behavior in this 

way implies that radicalism can be measured by the difference in commitment on the focal goal. 

As people radicalize from low motivational imbalance to high motivational imbalance, their 

commitment towards the focal goal becomes stronger and people are more willing to perform 

increasingly extreme or violent actions (Van den Hurk & Dignum 2021).  

2.1.2 Extremism 

Often in literature, extremism has been loosely compared with other similar concepts that tend to 

co-occur such as terrorism, racism, nationalism, and Jihadism (Olteanu et al. 2018; Rowe & Saif 

2016; Fuchs 2016). Consequently, this term can take on different theoretical perspectives 

depending on the problem domain considered by researchers and explains why it is relevant to 

establish a clear definition to work with. Nevertheless, governments and other agencies have 

offered definitions of extremism that often share the following characteristics:  

1. An emphasis on the political, social, and religious dimensions of extremism (Berger 2018). 

2. A positioning of the ‘extremist’ as an individual or entity that stands in active opposition to 

a context-dependent set of norms and values (UK Home Office 2015). 

3. A recognition that to some extent, radicalization can lead to acts of violence and in 

particularly severe cases, acts of terrorism (El-said & Barrett 2011).  

According to Bergen et al. (2015), different types of radical groups share common elements that 

are important to pay attention to when contextualizing extremist groups. Firstly, all radical groups 

perceive a serious problem or grievance in society that is largely context-dependent (i.e., political, 

religious, social). Secondly, radical groups are strongly dissatisfied with the manner in which the 

current institution handles their problem. They may argue that the institutions do not pay enough 

attention to their grievance or claim that the institutions do not show enough responsibility to 
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handle their grievance (Moghaddam 2005). This generates a low institutional trust and a 

perception that authorities are not legitimate (Doosje et al. 2013). An influential third characteristic 

of radical groups is that they consider their own group’s norms and values superior to those of 

others (Doosje et al. 2016). This establishes a strong us versus them dichotomy, which might 

form the foundation of the use of violence (Doosje et al. 2012). The fourth element of radical 

groups is of particular importance. Most extremist groups embrace an ideology that legitimizes 

violence to address their concerns, and this violence is often directed towards an out-group 

viewed as the perpetrators responsible for creating the grievance; a social phenomenon that is 

clearly articulated in the application of social identity theory to radicalization (Richer & Haslam 

2016). Awareness of the elements that characterize a radical group is essential towards 

recognizing how a radical group thinks and operates which can help identify when 

radical/extremist discourse manifests. 

The research carried out in this thesis focuses on the subset problem domain of right-wing 

extremism (RWE) as the attacking mob that stormed the capitol was largely comprised of this 

nature (Farivar 2021). Torregrosa et al. (2021) refers to this type of extremism as "an ideological 

movement, contrary to the democratic and ethical values of a society, that uses different methods, 

including violence (physical or verbal) to achieve its objectives". Uncovering what these different 

methods are is what this thesis aims to elucidate with the aid of community detection and 

computational linguistic tools. RWE draws on more political and social dimensions of extremism 

than religious aspects and is associated with ‘racism, xenophobia2, conspiracy theories and 

authoritarianism3’ (Jupskas & Segers 2020).  

2.1.3 Extremist discourse  

Since the research question deals with analyzing the language use of virtual radicalized 

communities, it is also then necessary to operationalize and clarify what is understood as 

‘extremist discourse’ engaged by people with extremist views. Doing so will help to discern and 

realize how extremist speech manifests on OSM platforms. Torregrosa et al. (2021) provides a 

comprehensive summary of several key features that characterizes and distinguishes extremist 

narrative from regular discourse gathered from existing literature. These characteristics, derived 

from different authors, are briefly described as follows: 

• Types of extremist narrative: There exists several dimensions on which extremist 

narratives employ to legitimize their vision and objectives. Ashour (2016) grouped these 

narratives into five categories: historical, political, instrumental, sociopsychological and 

theological/moral.  

• Use of discursive rhetoric such as otherness, war narrative and hate speech: 

extremist messages tend to use discursive rhetoric to justify their actions and notions 

towards others. Some of these techniques have been closely examined such as otherness 

(Sakki & Pettersson 2016), hate speech (Fortuna & Nunez 2018), the use of war 

 
2 dislike of or prejudice against people from other countries. 
3 authoritarianism is a form of government characterized by the rejection of political plurality, the use of a strong 
central power to preserve the political status quo, and reductions in the rule of law, separation of powers, and 
democratic voting. 
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terminology to frame “enemies” and incite violence onto others (Furlow & Goodall Jr. 

2011). 

• Linguistic style: The narrative types for extremism previously mentioned are constructed 

based on a specific vocabulary and style, that helps extremists formulate their discourse. 

Several papers (Cohen et al. 2014, Thorburn et al. 2019) have found stark differences in 

the linguistic style from radical and extremist texts compared to a regular sample of texts. 

For instance, extremist narratives: tend to have higher use of third-person plural pronouns 

and less first person singular and second person pronouns, have a more negative tone 

and more frequent words related to negative topics such as death and anger than a regular 

narrative.  

In essence, the extremist discourse is characterized by the use of specific narratives, an 

aggressive and polarized linguistic style coupled with several techniques oriented to justify a 

framing of superiority towards another group. These notable features that are highlighted would 

serve as the basis and set criteria in which extremist content shall be diagnosed from. 

2.2 Literature Review 

2.2.1 Community detection for extremism 

Realizing the dangers of violent extremism and how it is becoming a pressing challenge to 

societies worldwide, many researchers have investigated radicalism and their associated 

behaviors online. Radicalization can be a heavily social and interactive process that involves 

numerous participants influencing each other to form same groupthink and ideologies (Doosje 

2016). Due to this reason, an important concern when examining radicalization in the online world 

is the ability to detect or discover virtual communities within a social network. The problem of 

community detection has been widely studied within the context of social media and is well 

documented in works like Papadopoulos et al. (2011) and Fortunato (2010). Community detection 

refers to the task of identifying subgroups in a network where entities are more densely connected 

to another than to the rest of the network. Social networks extracted from social media present 

unique challenges due to their extensive size and high user-user interaction possibilities (Benigni 

et al. 2017). Similarly, ties in online social networks like Facebook are commonly known to 

represent different types of relationships (Boccaletti et al. 2006). While this may increase the 

complexity of mapping out social processes in a system, it offers wide possibilities to investigate 

the problem from an array of theoretical perspectives. Literature shows that techniques for virtual 

community discovery rely on two distinct and overarching approaches: network-based analysis 

(also referred to as graph-based) or clustering-based. Furthermore, there has been considerable 

research effort into investigating online radicalization in a variety of similar problem domains such 

as jihad, anti-Islam, and ISIS but less so in right-wing extremism. The lack of computational 

approaches rooted in community detection that is dedicated to the study of RWE necessitates 

reviewing literature from other relevant domains.  

2.2.1.1 Network analysis for online extremism  

Network-based analysis exploits the structure of links between agents in a network to evaluate 

the topological characteristics of the network (Correa & Sureka 2013). In terms of network-based 

analysis, the works done by (Benigni et al. 2017), Gialampoukidis et al. (2017), and Rios and 

Munoz (2012) can be highlighted.  
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Benigni et al. (2017) proposed an ensemble of graph-based clustering techniques capable of 

extracting online extremist communities from social media networks that leverages the rich data 

structures common to many OSMs such as users’ friends, mentions and hashtag patterns. The 

novel approach developed is called ‘iterative vertex clustering and classification’ (IVCC) and was 

applied towards detecting an ISIS supporting community on Twitter. Within the community, 

Benigni et al. (2017) was able to observe a wide range of actor types affiliated with ISIS such as 

fighters, recruiters, and propagandists. IVCC has shown to outperform two pre-existing 

approaches on the classification task of identifying ISIS supporters by a significant margin. 

Despite this, the authors remark however, that their method cannot account for changes in group 

dynamics over time.  

Gialampoukidis (2017) applied a novel framework that combines community detection with 

key-player identification to retrieve communities of terrorism-affiliated social media users. Their 

findings showed that most of the members of each retrieved community were already suspended 

by Twitter for having violated their terms, a good indication that the technique is making 

appropriate inferences.  

Another intriguing study done by Rios and Munoz (2012) combined the analytical prowess of 

social network analysis and text mining as a strategy for community detection in a Dark Web 

portal. Indeed, the authors proposed a novel approach for detection of overlapping sub-

communities in a network by leveraging traditional network analysis methods combined with topic-

modeling (LDA). The study highlights well that both network analysis and text mining techniques 

are useful tools in the detection of hidden communities of social networks.  

2.2.2.2 Cluster analysis  

Clustering algorithms involves the machine learning task of grouping a set of objects in such a 

way that objects in the same group are more similar to each other than to those in other groups 

(Alkarkhi & Alqaraghuli 2020). Concerning the studies that have used clustering-based algorithms 

for community detection, the works of Sanchez et al. (2016), Kelly (2017) and Panizo-Lledot et 

al. (2019) are worthy of attention.  

Sanchez et al. (2016) introduced a novel agent-based platform for Twitter user clustering. This 

system tracks the activity for a given topic in the social network and is able to detect communities 

of users with similar political preferences by means of the Louvain modularity. Interestingly, the 

authors attribute the method of clustering users to a network analysis metric that extracts 

information of following relations between users to map these communities out. This method is 

also claimed to be applicable to detecting communities of users with extremist ideologies.  

In another study done by Kelly (2017), an algorithm was developed that combines the results 

of two unsupervised clustering algorithms to find sub-communities in a given network, namely 

clique percolation and NMF clustering on the user’s posts. One algorithm uses the structure of 

the network, and the other algorithm employs the text data associated with the nodes. Moreover, 

the combined algorithm was tested on a hand labeled ground-truth ISIS twitter recruitment 

network that generated a slightly higher score of detecting sub-communities than with just the 

clique percolation or NMF textual clustering methods alone.  
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Similarly, Panizo-Lledot (2019) used community finding and topic extraction algorithms to 

analyze the behavior of alt-right supporters on Twitter. The detection of relevant groups of users 

was addressed by the application of community detection algorithms in a retweet network. Then, 

the most similar users were grouped together by way of Clauset-Newman-Moore greedy 

modularity maximization method. Once the separate communities were obtained for each re-

tweet network, a topic modeling technique (LDA) was applied to identify the topics covered by a 

collection of texts. The results revealed interesting details about alt-right norms. They found that 

the sample commonly used racist language and anti-immigration themes, criticized mainstream 

media, and endorsed alternative media sources. A sub-section of alt-right supporters were also 

found to focus heavily on white supremacist themes.  

The above-mentioned studies reflect the importance of using community detection 

approaches to studying the extremist phenomenon in online social networks. Such methods serve 

as powerful tools that help experts better realize the dynamic relationships and normative 

behaviors of radical groups within an ever-changing digital landscape.  

2.3 Applications of NLP in extremism research 

In the past decade, Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques have made great strides in 

knowledge discovery in nearly all domains of study. The applications of NLP for research on 

extremism is no exception. According to Torregrosa (2021), the main objective of NLP is to 

transform free text into structured data by capturing its lexical, syntactic and/or semantic 

information to acquire or infer new knowledge. Some of the previously mentioned studies (Kelly 

2017, Panizo-Lledot 2019, Rios & Munoz 2012) have utilized NLP in their research pursuits. This 

section highlights several important studies that have used lexical approaches towards examining 

extremist discourse and their associated behaviors.  

 To date, only one work of comparative corpus linguistic analysis between extremists and 

non-extremists’ texts is known to have been carried out. Litvinova (2018) subjected Islamic 

extremist texts and ones by common internet users on the same topic to word frequency 

measures, word clusters, concordances and collocates as linguistic tools towards the analysis of 

a Russian-language extremist chat forum. Doing so allowed them to identify a number of features 

characteristic of extremist rhetoric. Litvinova (2018) reports that in their rhetoric, extremists make 

use of the we vs. you, them contrast and build up a ‘war’ discourse that avoids addressing the 

event as a terrorist attack. Their corpus-based study revealed that extremist discourse differs 

significantly from the regular discourse on the same topic with respect to most frequent words, 

word clusters and collocations which reflects different views on the same event by extremists and 

non-extremists. 

The research efforts of Rehman et al. (2017) aimed at identifying radical text in Twitter 

data demonstrated that incorporating religious text in model training significantly improves the 

performance metrics of the machine learning classifiers. In addition to this, it was observed that 

violence and bad words are creating a differentiating factor in distinguishing between radical and 

random users. Moreover, an in-depth analysis of new and old datasets indicates a variation in 

extremist group narrative highlighting that the extremist discourse may change over time. While 

indeed intriguing, their research follows the language narrative of ISIS supporters, so it is 
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uncertain whether their findings can be generalized to other forms of extremist ideologies held by 

other social groups. 

Social media generates various ways of facilitating social interaction by individuals and 

groups alike in order to let ideas and messages spread quickly to the masses of their community. 

One of these tools involves the use of hashtags. Hashtags are an essential convention frequently 

used in microblogging sites to follow or create a discussion thread denoted by a ‘#’ symbol in front 

of the topic name as one word (e.g., #trump2020). Hashtags can serve as the symbol of a 

community by linking users with similar ideas (Zhang et al. 2012). Moreover, textual content such 

as text, URLs, and hashtags closely correlate with user’s interests. As put forth by Hapal (2015), 

hashtags have become the extremists’ choice for propaganda. Analysis of topics used by political 

extremist groups found that the more common topics discussed were of racial topics (Ottoni et al. 

2018, Rehman et al. 2021), war (Ottoni et al. 2018) and immigration (Ben-David 2016), while 

being very aggressive with these topics. An article (Torregrosa et al. 2020) analyzing a far-right 

community on Twitter found that they used racist, anti-immigration, and anti-left terms in their 

tweets. This work also noticed far-right members to use specific slang to refer to other racial 

minorities or political doctrines, such as ‘libtards’ to refer to liberals. Descriptive analyses such as 

these provide evidence that extremists on social media use hashtags as a marker of inclusion for 

engaging in radical conversations that they find common ground in.  

Evidently, online radicalization and extremism has been extensively studied in several 

domains such as jihad, ISIS, nationalism, and religion. What is more, existing research have 

utilized a wide array of computational approaches based on relevant data transformations and 

feature extractions (e.g., topic modeling, keywords) for community detection and NLP within their 

respective subjects. The diversity of approaches in these highlighted works illustrate the 

multiplicity of ways online radicalization, in its different modalities, have been investigated in 

depth. No de-facto or status quo approach to detecting virtual communities exists as of yet. 

Therefore, existing research suggests that the method of approach to use is entirely open to the 

researcher’s devices and motivations on how community detection should be carried out in order 

to solve the problem at hand.   

3 Methodology 
The methodology section explains the process carried out to conduct a comparative 

computational linguistic analysis concerning two social media technologies that covered the 

capitol riot incident. One is Parler, and the other is Twitter. Based on the empirical findings of 

Hitkul et al. (2021), it is assumed that the discourse expressed on Parler will exhibit a more right-

wing extremist linguistic profile than its Twitter counterpart when analyzing language patterns and 

content posted on the day of the Capitol riots. Studying and comparing these two datasets will 

help gain insight into the radical rhetoric and domain-specific lexical components that underlie the 

discovered communities to uncover how the far-right narrative and discourse shapes itself around 

political issues on mainstream channels. 

The approach consists of two main phases which will be described in more detail under 

the following sections:  
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Phase 1: User clustering or community detection, where Parler data is input into this step 

to perform a series of computational tasks for discovery of potentially radicalized communities. In 

the first task, a pairwise hashtag similarity score is computed for all users as data point features 

for HDBSCAN clustering. The next task seeks to generate clusters of users based on their 

hashtag similarities. The third task concerns identifying the cluster or set of clusters that best 

represent users who post on controversial topics regarding right-wing ideologies and election 

fraud. Once these communities have been identified, corpus linguistics is conducted on them to 

uncover the nature of their rhetoric.  

Phase 2: Corpus linguistics involves studying the collection of posts to find emergent 

themes and contextual semantics associated with lexical and grammatical patterns that 

comprises of two sequential tasks. The first task concerns conducting corpus linguistics on the 

Parler corpora with the analysis of n-grams as lexical features, in addition to, applying domain-

specific vocabulary significance tests comparing Parler corpora against the twitter corpus. Next, 

the lexical features that are of substantial contextual relevance are taken and explored further in 

concordance analysis. Doing so facilitates a closer examination at the natural language use within 

these communities.   

3.1 Data acquisition  

3.1.1 GDPR considerations 

Under the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation), researchers and organizations alike must 

conduct a DPIA (Data Protection Impact Assessment) when engaging in a project or other 

personal data processing activity (hereafter referred to as an ‘initiative’). The DPIA describes and 

addresses important elements of data processing for an initiative. The DPIA is designed to help 

data controllers systematically analyze, identify, and minimize the data protection risks of an 

initiative while ensuring that these practices comply with data protection guidelines (ICO 2021). 

This structured approach helps towards identifying potential privacy risks associated with the 

initiative. A description of the DPIA for the acquired Parler and Twitter data will include the nature, 

scope, context, and purpose of the processing. Of course, some of the answers presented may 

be similar or fall under a common reason.  

3.1.2 Parler 

Parler data was collected and downloaded from a publicly available and online source on GitHub 

(Smith 2021). The Web scraping of the entire data dump was undertaken by @donk_enby done 

through Parler’s API (Application Programming Interface) (Clary 2021). The Parler dataset4 used 

in this work is a subset of that data dump. This dataset contains roughly 2.3 million posts published 

on January 6 with the user’s name and username as metadata. From an ethical perspective, it is 

worth noting that this is a legal method used to obtain text from publicly accessible Web pages 

through batch requests (Munn 2021). It should also be noted that this thesis never identifies 

individuals attributed to particular posts. For these reasons, and to avoid directing traffic to alt-

tech platforms like Parler, posts are quoted without author’s names. Additionally, this dataset does 

not contain any immediate sensitive personal information of individuals other than potentially their 

social media handle tied to their content. As the dataset only contains information on an 

 
4 Parler Data & Tools · GitHub 

https://gist.github.com/polynomial/a81d6ae02a6973a7705837101a836bfa
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individual’s posting content and their associated handle, the potential risks associated with the 

data subjects are minor. Parler data is especially useful for the study of extremism on social 

media. Data processing and analysis of the data was carried out between the months of May 

2021 and July 2021 involving a total of 489 data subjects.  

3.1.3 Twitter 

A novel dataset of historical Twitter data was manually created for this thesis project as there are 

no good publicly available twitter datasets that exemplify coverage of the capitol riots on the same 

day. The Twitter dataset was crawled using a scraping tool5 called ‘snscrape’ via the Twitter API. 

Snscrape can scrape from major social network sites for data like user profiles, hashtags, or 

searches and returns the discovered items (e.g., relevant posts). In building a comprehensive 

Twitter dataset that matches public coverage on the same issues, a list of 8 candidate hashtags6 

related to Trump, the Capitol riots and election fraud (e.g., #capitolriot, #electionfraud, 

#stopthesteal, #trump2020 etc.) were provided as query terms that define the social context of 

the tweets. Half of the hashtags pertain to election fraud and Trump ideology while the other half 

focuses on conversations about the Capitol riots. The motivation behind this approach was to 

specifically gather a dataset that covered topics of conversations on both the Capitol riots and 

election fraud evenly that is fairly comparable.  A request of 10000 tweets per seed hashtag since 

2021-01-07 until 2021-01-8 was sent to the Twitter API which was then parsed and written to a 

.csv file for further analysis. The scraped dataset contained just above 15,000 instances with 

datetime, tweet, id, username, and language as metadata. It should be noted too that none of the 

hashtags as query terms returned the maximum specified limit of relevant tweets. A possible 

explanation for this is Twitter API rate limits while archiving for tweets with the scraping tool.  

Historical twitter data was collected using a publicly available scraping tool on GitHub that scraped 

for tweets without requiring personal API keys. Twitter advocates and supports the usage of 

Twitter content for non-commercial research purposes (Twitter 2020). The metadata of this 

dataset includes datetime, tweet, id, username, and language. None of these features match 

Twitter’s characteristics of sensitive information listed on their Developer terms page (Twitter 

2020). Thus, the data does not contain any private information as defined by Twitter guidelines 

and is therefore considered public data. As such, the potential risks associated with the data 

subjects can also be considered minor. In the same manner of reporting results as with Parler 

data, the author’s name is completely omitted. Data processing and analysis of Twitter data was 

carried out between the months of May 2021 and July 2021 involving a total of 8141 data subjects. 

Twitter and Parler data are used for the purposes of carrying out non-commercial empirical 

research for a Master’s thesis in the Applied Data Science university program of Utrecht 

University. The work and findings acquired from these datasets involve corpus linguistics as an 

explorative tool into contemporary digital culture. The final data will be surrendered to appropriate 

data stewards of Utrecht University and secured in the institution’s online environment at the end 

of the thesis period. 

 
5 GitHub - JustAnotherArchivist/snscrape: A social networking service scraper in Python 
 

https://github.com/JustAnotherArchivist/snscrape
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3.2 Data pre-processing 

Corpus linguistics involve analysis of large amounts of text in data. Before analyzing the bodies 

of text in terms of keywords and n-gram features, the data must undergo preprocessing steps. 

These steps are aimed at cleaning the data and removing redundant information. This involved a 

number of tasks such as the removal of mentions (@username), URLs, stop words and 

tokenization within the original posts. Preprocessing began immediately after the data was loaded 

into Python7 as dataframes using Pandas8 library. It is worth noting too that Python is the main 

programming language to carry out all the computational tasks in this research methodology. 

Firstly, 125 duplicate entries in the dataframe were dropped. Secondly, the corpus was parsed 

through a tweet preprocessor tool1 that effectively removed any mentions, URLs and hashtags 

from the text while simultaneously converting all characters to lowercase form for tokenization. 

Tokenization is the act of breaking down a piece of text into small units called tokens. Using 

tokens are helpful for finding patterns in language within text data and facilitates similar analyses 

of linguistic components across texts. In this case, tokens are classified as words. Next, the 

Gensim library was used to remove Gensim’s collection of stop words from the bag of tokens 

(Teja 2020). Gensim is a widely used python tool that facilitates a variety of tasks for NLP (Natural 

Language Processing) purposes2. Gensim’s default collection of stop words includes a total of 

337 stop words. Stop words are the words in any language that do not add much meaning to a 

sentence. Thus, they can be safely ignored when digitally processing natural language. These 

typically include the most common words, short function words, and sometimes pronouns. 

However, every NLP toolkit have their own custom stop words dictionary.  A custom list9 of 5 stop 

words were added to the collection after it was found that these words appeared in many of the 

parlays as they refer to a video URL and were not of particular significance to the research 

question. After stop word removal, regular expressions with the function findall() were used 

to remove any extra white space and punctuations from the bag of tokens. A regular expression 

is a sequence of characters that specifies a search pattern (Goyvaerts 2019). The remaining 

tokens were lemmatized which resolves a word to their base dictionary form, disregarding 

grammatical changes such as tense and plurality. When studying a word, it is often useful to 

consider the different forms of the word collectively (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 1998). The goal of 

lemmatization is to group together the inflected forms of a word so that they can be analyzed as 

a single item. For example, the lemma for the tokens ‘cries’ and ‘cry’ is ‘cry’. This helps minimize 

text ambiguity and reduces the word density in the given text allowing for sharper comparisons to 

be made. The process of tokenization and subsequently lemmatization was done with Spacy’s 

toolkit. Spacy10 is another popular NLP library that provides many underlying text processing 

capabilities similar to Gensim. In addition to lemmatizing the tokens, the hashtags within posts 

were extracted as a column feature using the regex function findall() for further data analysis. 

In conjunction to text preprocessing, a certain set of criteria were applied for reshaping the 

dataset to a smaller size. The criterion for dropping an instance is listed as follows:  

 
7 https://www.python.org/ 
8 https://pandas.pydata.org/ 
9 'browser','support','video', 'tag', 'com' 
10 https://spacy.io/ 

https://spacy.io/
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- Any post with less than 10 characters. 

- Any post with less than five hashtags.  

- Posts from users that have less than five post submissions. 

- Any post with NaN values. 

- Any duplicate posts made by the same user (reduce spam). 

- All posts from ‘Private User’. 

The data re-sizing criteria proposed is required to narrow the bandwidth of data that allows 

broadly selecting for users who actively publish content on social media that is rich in text data. 

Data from ‘Private User’ was filtered out as the username is a pseudonym for a collection of 

hidden accounts whose identities have been redacted due to privacy preferences. Therefore, it is 

impossible to figure out the number of unique entities associated with this pseudonym and 

discriminate what they are publishing online. After successfully applying these dimensionality 

reduction steps; the reshaped dataset now contains just over 54,000 posts from a set of 2327 

users.  

A near exact procedure to the steps above was performed for preprocessing of the Twitter 

dataset. In addition to the essential tasks of tokenization and lemmatization as well as removing 

noisy text data (e.g., @mentions, URLs). Only English tweets were retained by filtering for ‘en’ on 

the language column attribute. The only criterion considered for data compression was filtering 

out any post with less than 10 characters. After successfully applying the preprocessing steps, 

the Twitter dataset was reduced to roughly 11,600 posts from a set of 8141 users. 

3.3 Exploratory data analysis 

Exploratory data analysis (EDA) is an important process used by data scientists to analyze and 

explore various aspects about the data by summarizing their main characteristics, often 

employing data visualization methods. EDA involves generating summary statistics for numerical 

data of relevant features in the dataset and creating various graphical representations to 

understand parts of the data better. 
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3.3.1 Hashtag popularity 

 

To understand each platform’s topics of trending conversation, the top 20 hashtags on respective 

platforms are examined upon. The percentage value for a particular hashtag used has been 

calculated by counting the number of posts containing that hashtag at least once, normalized by 

the total number of posts on that platform that mention at least one hashtag. Figure 1A shows the 

top hashtags on Parler. Among the most popular hashtags are trump, maga, and trump2020, 

which suggests that many of Parler’s users are indeed Trump supporters and discuss political 

issues. There are also hashtags that refer to conspiracy theories such as wwg1wga and qanon 

which relates to the Qanon conspiracy (BBC News 2021). Furthermore, several hashtags (e.g., 

electionfraud, voterfraud and stopthesteal) are related to the alleged election fraud that Trump 

and his supporters claimed transpired during the 2020 US elections. Figure 1B shows the top 

hashtags on Twitter. Any hashtag visible that was not part of the original search terms are co-

occurring hashtags. Seven out of the eight original search hashtags appeared in the top list. The 

graph reveals an imbalanced distribution of counts by candidate hashtags. Out of all the candidate 

hashtags, capitolriots had the highest count by a large margin compared to the others. Outside of 

hashtags such as stopthesteal, trump and maga that are affiliated with Trump ideology, popular 

hashtags like trumpcoupattempt, removetrumpnow and impeachtrumpnow reveal a stark contrast 

vs. Parler that advocate the removal of Trump from social media and from office. Other hashtags 

such as insurrection, dcriots and capitolriots infers strong disapproval towards the rioters’ actions 

in the Capitol.  

  

Figure 1A: Top 20 hashtags on Parler Figure 1B: Top 20 hashtags on Twitter 
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3.3.2 Term popularity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To learn more about the content being posted on both platforms, the frequency plots are repeated 

for the terms as shown in figure 2A and 2B. The percentage value of a particular term used has 

been calculated by counting the number of posts containing that term at least once, normalized 

by the total number of posts on that platform. The term Trump appeared more than twice as much 

on Parler than on Twitter portraying that Parler exhibits stronger political ties to the Trump party 

than Twitter. This is also corroborated by the observation that the term president is salient on 

Parler but not on Twitter indicating that users on Parler revere Trump as a head figure whereas 

this is not the case on Twitter. Frequent terms on Twitter such as violence, need, stop and police 

signal a sense of exigency and call to action against the rioters.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2A: Top 20 terms on Parler Figure 2B: Top 20 terms on Twitter 
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3.3.3 Density plots 

  A density plot visualizes the distribution of data over a continuous interval (Data Visualisation 

Catalogue 2021). The peak of a density plot help displays where observations are concentrated 

over the interval. Density plots are useful as they clearly illustrate the shape of the distribution 

curve as opposed to histograms. 

To get a better idea of each platform’s posting behavior, density plots were created. Plot 1a and 

1b above display the distribution of posts created by users on Parler and Twitter, respectively.  

Focusing on plot 1a, the peak of the curve is situated at around 12 parlays while the maximum 

number of parlays observed by a user was 535. Plot 1b similarly shows the density of posts (aka. 

Tweets) created on Twitter. The peak of the density curve for number of tweets per user is just 2 

while maximum number of tweets posted by a user is 87. Nearly all of the users on Twitter made 

less than 5 posts. Broadly generalizing, Parler users posted more messages with nearly 6 times 

as much than the average Twitter user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Plot 2b: (Twitter) Plot 2a: (Parler) 

Plot 1b: (Twitter) Plot 1a: (Parler) 
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The density plots 2a and 2b presents the distribution of topics by users on Parler and Twitter, 

respectively. Starting with plot 2a, the peak of the curve is somewhere around 50 topics while the 

maximum number observed was 4640. In contrast, the peak of the curve for Twitter users is 

around 5 topics and the majority of users share less than 20 topics. The maximum number of 

topics observed was just 358. Generally speaking, Parler users endorsed extensively more topics 

in their messages as opposed to Twitter users. This finding already signals abnormal commitment 

and engagement in topics of conversations by Parler users. Nevertheless, these interpretations 

should be taken with a grain of salt as they are small datasets of much larger population groups.  

3.4 Community detection system 

Latent communities of a social network population can be discovered in many ways, though 

typically exploiting the methods of network graphs or clustering. As stated previously in the 

methodology, the approach taken in this thesis makes use of clustering. Clustering is a form of 

unsupervised machine learning that involves the process of grouping similar items together based 

on certain common attributes. The algorithm does not figure out the correct output, but rather 

explores the data and draws inferences from datasets to describe hidden structures from 

unlabeled data (RSDharra 2021). In order to start clustering, a clustering algorithm typically 

requires a distance or similarity metric defining each observation in a n-dimensional space. The 

goal here is to cluster Parler users and categorize them into groups by computing a pairwise 

similarity score between users based on their interests, namely the hashtags that they use. The 

following work and computations were done on Python v3.8 involving a number of ML11 and data 

manipulation libraries. 

3.4.1 Hashtag similarity 

The hashtag similarity metric developed by Zhang et al. (2012) for their work on community 

discovery on Twitter is used as the distance measure as input for a clustering algorithm. A 

pairwise similarity score is calculated between two users based on the number of their common 

hashtags and the importance of these hashtags. Thus, a given hashtag may have different 

weights in these two users based on the number of occurrences. The formula for hashtag 

similarity between users is defined as follows: 

Hashtag Similarity between users Ui and Uj can be calculated as: 

(Zhang et al. 2012) 

Where |Hi| is the total number of hashtags published by Ui, n is the number of hashtags that 

appear in both Ui and Uj. Nik represents the number of the kth hashtag in user Ui. 

 
11 Machine Learning 
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represents the difference of the kth hashtag’s weights in Ui and Uj.  

 

 

represents the kth hashtag’s weight in the two users as a whole. 

 

 

Generally, the bigger n is (the two users have more common hashtags),  the smaller   

is and the importance of the kth hashtag in two users are more similar. 

 

 

The bigger  is, then the hashtag is more important between these two users 

and the larger the hashtag similarity score will be. Essentially, a hashtag similarity score of 1 

indicates perfect similarity between two users while a score of 0 indicates no similarity. 

The hashtag similary metric was computed for a random sample of 1000 out of the available 2327 

users for faster computing time. This subsample boasted a total of 3226 unique topics. The output 

from this computational task is a user-user matrix with the pairwise similarity score as values 

which can now be fed into a clustering algorithm. 

3.4.2 HDBSCAN clustering for community detection 

There are many algorithms created in the field of machine learning for clustering, each have their 

own advantages and disadvantages. The approach taken here draws on HDBSCAN12 clustering 

as it is proven to be more robust towards clustering data with high dimensionality (i.e., tons of 

features) (Healy, 2019). HDBSCAN is a density-based hierarchical clustering algorithm that finds 

clusters of point features within surrounding noise based on their spatial distribution (Campello, 

Moulavi & Sander 2013). Density-based algorithms are well suited at detecting clusters of high 

density separated from clusters of low density. HDBSCAN takes this concept a step further as it 

is self-adjusting meaning that it uses varying epsilon (or radius) distances, allowing for clusters 

with varying densities based on cluster stability and is more robust to parameter selection 

(McInnes, Healy & Astels 2016). This is beneficial when it is uncertain how many true clusters 

exist in the data, there are outliers or noise in data and when the clusters’ shapes are arbitrary.  

HDBSCAN takes two parameters as input: min_cluster_size and min_samples. The 

primary parameter to influence the resulting cluster is min_cluster_size which sets the 

smallest size grouping a cluster can be. The secondary parameter of min_samples provides a 

measure of how conservative you want your clustering to be. The larger the value given, the more 

 
12 Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise 
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conservative the clustering; more points will be declared as noise, and clusters are restricted to 

progressively denser regions (McInnes, Healy & Astels 2016). After testing out various 

configurations of parameter selection, min_cluster_size of 12 and min_samples of 4 were 

nominated as parameter inputs for the grouping of observations into four unique clusters 

surrounded by noise. While more clusters could have been detected by the algorithm by reducing 

either input parameter, the current output is of reasonable size to explore the research question 

within the respective timeframe. Clustering results may likely vary depending on the range of 

parameter selection and sub-sampling of the users.  

3.4.3 Corpus similarity evaluation 

Now that potentially radicalized communities have been identified on Parler, this makes us 

wonder how similar are their corpora? A statistical measure of corpus similarity would be very 

helpful in determining whether the rhetoric of users between clusters belong to the same 

homogenous population or not.  If it is found that two corpora are indeed similar according to the 

significance test, then it is reasonable to combine them when conducting corpus linguistics. To 

check for corpora similarity within the discovered communities, the word frequency measures of 

each cluster were considered. Frequency lists are useful as they are a representation of the text, 

which is susceptible to automatic, objective manipulation whereas the full text is very rich in 

information that cannot be readily used to make similarity judgements (Kilgariff & Rose 1997). 

Moreover, word frequency measures are cheap and easy to generate which can serve as a quick 

heuristic to judge the corpora similarity when a more extensive evaluation of the two corpora is 

not viable.  

Cluster 3 was selected as the candidate cluster to compare corpora similarity with other 

clusters as it is a cluster that clearly shows substantial interest in radical ideologies with noticeably 

greater engagement. This finding is elaborated further in section 4.4 of the Results. Previous 

works into investigating statistical metrics for corpora similarity by Kilgarriff & Rose (1997) found 

that they had achieved the best results with 320 or 640 words. For the experiments below, the 

most frequent 100 words in the union of the two corpora is considered as the linguistic data 

concerns short text documents. Since the measure does not directly permit comparison between 

corpora of different sizes and each corpus is indeed different in size, the word frequencies have 

been normalized to their occurrence per 10,000 words. The formula for normalizing word 

frequencies for comparison between corpora is stated as follows: 

𝑓𝑛 = 𝑓𝑜 ⋅ 𝑛/𝑐 

Where fn is the normalized frequency, fo is the observed (or raw) frequency, c is the total number 

of words in the corpus, and n represents the number we want to normalize to. 

The method for computing corpus similarity is as follows: 

1. Divide corpus A and corpus B into ‘slices’; 

2. Create two subcorpora by randomly allocating half the slices to each; 

3. Iterate with different random allocations of slices; 
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4. Calculate mean and standard deviation over all iterations. 

This method is repeated until all clusters as well as the twitter corpus have been compared 

against the candidate cluster. The output from this method is reported in section 4.5 under 

Results.  

3.5 Corpus linguistics  

Corpus linguistics is a field which focuses upon a set of procedures, or methods, for studying 

language and register (McEnery & Hardie 2012). Broadly, corpus linguistics seeks to uncover 

what patterns are associated with lexical and grammatical features in a corpus. A corpus is a 

large, principled collection of naturally occurring examples of language stored electronically. A 

corpus if nothing else, is evidence of language use (Tognini-Bonelli 2001). Corpora13 are 

invariably explored using software linguistic tools as the set of texts is usually of a size which 

defies analysis by hand and eye alone within any reasonable timeframe (McEnery & Hardie 2012). 

There are two main theoretical approaches to conducting corpus linguistics which is corpus-based 

versus corpus-driven. The current thesis focuses on the corpus-based type which typically use 

linguistic data in order to explore a research question or hypothesis with the aim to validate, refute 

or refine existing assumptions. Nevertheless, both approaches are predicated on four major 

characteristics when conducting language analysis (Biber, Conrad, & Reppen 1998): 

1) It is empirical, analyzing the real patterns of language use in natural texts.  

2) It utilizes a large, natural, and principled collection of texts as the basis for analysis. 

3) It makes extensive use of computers for analysis. 

4) It relies on both quantitative and qualitative analytical techniques.  

3.5.1 Descriptive statistics 

Descriptive statistics are statistics that simply describe the data in some way. The most widely 

used statistical measure to report on is a ‘frequency count’ referred to as a simple tallying of the 

number of instances of something that occurs in a corpus (McEnery & Hardie 2020). Which are 

the most common words? Where does a word lie in a continuum from very common to very 

uncommon? Such answers to these questions provide a first step towards understanding the 

patterns of use associated with a word (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 1998). Moreover, word 

frequency measures can be used to analyze the vocabulary contained in a corpus in order to find 

domain-specific vocabulary (Weisser 2013).  

As for descriptive statistics of lexical components, N-gram features (up to n=3) of each 

corpus were extracted, and their frequency counts are described upon in the results section. An 

n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n items from a given sample of text (Broder 1997). They can 

be uni-gram (1 word), bi-gram (2 words) or tri-gram (3 words) depending on the value of n. Bi-

grams and tri-grams are useful features for extraction as they are a prominent way of studying 

phrases, a technique known as collocation. Collocation is simply the statistical tendency of words 

to co-occur. From studying collocations, it is well known that there is a tendency for each collocate 

of a word to be associated with a single sense of that word. This is discernible when looking at 

 
13 Plural form of corpus. 
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the phrases using trump – stop trump, president trump: stop trump refers to a formative action 

against Trump whereas president trump is a referral to the entity Donald Trump. Studying 

collocations can also help us better understand particular words used in a certain phrase (Bennett 

2010). In order to make direct comparisons in the word frequencies of different corpora, the 

frequency scores are normalized to a fixed number of total words which varies depending on the 

n-gram type.  

3.5.2 Beyond descriptive statistics 

Domain-specific vocabulary significance test 

Domain-specific vocabulary refers to the language that is primarily used within one area of 

knowledge but not others (Drew 2019). The domain specificity of the language is also a marker 

of inclusion within a social community. Corpus linguists make use of frequency counts to test for 

a statistical difference in the frequency of a word between two corpora. Knowing that individual 

word forms in one corpus occur more or less often than in another corpus may help characterize 

some generic differences between those texts (Wordhoard 2021). Statistics on keyword 

occurrences between texts provide a framework for judging how likely or unlikely observed 

differences are to have occurred by chance, and so deserve further attention and interpretation. 

The log-likelihood statistical measure is used to test for this significance (Pojanapunya & Todd 

2018). The domain-specific vocabulary applied in this research regards political far-right 

extremism. To date, there are no official or scientific resources of right-wing extremist specific 

vocabulary for research purposes. Therefore, selection of the terms was manually curated based 

on reporting of previous literature that examined relevant traits that are typical of extremist 

discourse as discussed by Torregrosa et al. (2021) and Hitkul et al (2021) while taking into 

consideration the context of election fraud and the Capitol riots. It is important to note as well that 

this is not an exhaustive list and was created by a non-expert on the matter, but the terms present 

in this lexicon14 should suffice as a preliminary endeavor. There is a decent chance that other 

keywords of interest may have been overlooked. Nonetheless, the generated lexicon comprises 

a total of 17 items. The lexicon includes nouns (e.g., patriot, qanon, death etc.)  and verbs (e.g., 

kill, hang, shoot etc.) that are typically used to share and discuss far-right ideals.  

Concordance analysis 

One crucial task in corpus linguistics is to search in a corpus of text for illustrative samples of 

lexical features and retrieve them, a technique known as concordance. Concordance analysis 

involves identifying instances of a word in a corpus, presented with the words surrounding it. 

Reading concordances means looking at targeted words in their context of occurrence in texts 

and allows the analyst to study the meaning of the word in the text, and to see how meaning is 

created in the particular case. Simply searching through a corpus and looking at examples 

individually is to treat the corpus like a text; it is through concordancing that the patterns of usage 

and the paradigms are revealed (Kytö, Lüdeling & de Gruyter 2007). They are essential for 

checking results derived by automatic procedures and to examine examples in text in more detail 

as a way to characterize and make substantive claims about the nature of the corpus. Typically, 

in such a task, the substantial quantitative results generated from the corpus are taken as 

keywords and analyzed upon qualitatively in a manner called ‘keyword in context’ (KWIC) to find 

 
14 The vocabulary of a person, language, or branch of knowledge. 
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significance in language. This means that concordance lines are arranged by a sorting criterion 

whereby the keyword is placed in the middle of the line with a variable or fixed length of context 

on either side of it (Tang 2021).  

Concordance analysis was carried out using the NLTK15 (Natural Language Toolkit) library 

on Python. NLTK is a library that offers many useful functions important for human natural 

language processing. Before the concordance output can be generated, the text undergoes 

preprocessing steps that include removal of noisy text data (e.g., mentions, hashtags, URLs etc.), 

punctuations, white space, lemmatization, and tokenization. Tokenization and lemmatization 

thereafter are performed here as it allows for generating concordance lines of the keyword in 

context in their standardized dictionary form so that more examples can be systematically and 

invariably viewed together.  

Frequency statistics and concordance exemplify respectively the two forms of analysis, 

namely quantitative and qualitative, that are equally important to corpus linguistics. Despite that, 

the frequency count and significance tests of linguistic terms are useful only to a certain extent. It 

is only when concordance occurs to see how salient keywords are used to convey meaning in 

discourse that meaningful claims about language arises out of it. Thus, concordance serves as a 

window into better understanding the nature of the corpus.  

4 Results 
The following sections provide an overview of the obtained results from this study. Section 4.1 

reports the results from HDBSCAN clustering. Section 4.2 gives a tabular overview of the final 

datasets used. Section 4.3 depicts a t-SNE visualization of the detected sub-communities. Section 

4.4 presents a tabular overview of the top hashtags in each cluster. Section 4.5 reports on the 

corpora similarity outcomes. Section 4.6 displays results gathered from n-gram frequency 

measures. Section 4.7 reports on the results for significance tests of domain-specific vocabulary 

comparing all Parler corpora against the Twitter corpus. Finally, Section 4.8 features the 

concordance analysis of specifically curated keywords. 

4.1 HDBSCAN clustering 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
15 https://www.nltk.org/ 

Label Counts 

-1 (noise) 548 

0 23 

1 60 

2 289 

3 80 
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Table 1: Number of users per cluster 

Table 1 describes the number of users that belong to a particular cluster label found by HDBSCAN 

clustering using the hashtag similarity as the distance metric. HDBSCAN identified four clusters 

of users while the rest is labelled as noise. The largest cluster was label 2 with 289 users while 

the smallest cluster was label 0 with 23 users. Nearly 46% of the entire sample space belonged 

to an identified cluster while the rest was noise.  

 

4.2 Overview of final datasets 

  Overview Data  

 Source Terms Unique 

terms 

Messages Users Lexical diversity 

Parler 168,347 13,905 10,420 452 0.083016 

Twitter 121,058 10,894 11,599 8141 0.090061 

Difference  47,289 3011 -1179 -7689 -0.007045 

Table 2: Summary of Parler and Twitter datasets 

Table 2 describes the final details of the two datasets that will be used to acquire the results 

hereafter. The Parler dataset now comprises four discovered sub-communities. The table shows 

a larger number of unique terms on Parler over Twitter, but this finding is offset by the difference 

in total terms favored towards Parler. The difference in messages between both datasets is only 

1179 which makes them sufficiently comparable, although it is important to keep in mind that 

information from the Parler dataset is analyzed as sub-communities of the social network. The 

table also show that there is little to no difference in lexical diversity and is therefore not a 

meaningful differentiating factor. 
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4.3 t-SNE visualization 

 

Figure 3: t-SNE visualization of the discovered clusters by HDBSCAN clustering 

Figure 3 depicts a t-SNE plot of the four identified clusters projected onto a 2D-plane. t-SNE is a 

non-linear dimensionality reduction technique that is particularly well suited for visualization of 

high dimensional datasets (Vidiyala 2020). Essentially, t-SNE captures local structure in the data, 

meaning that neighboring points in the input space often tend to be neighbors in the low-

dimensional space. Reducing high dimensionality of the data makes it more interpretable for 

human analysts to make sense of it visually.  The t-SNE plot shows a clear distinction of clusters 

that have their neighbor points densely crowded together.  

4.4 Top hashtags in each cluster 

Cluster 0 Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 

trump2020 - 439 stopthesteal - 288 italydidit - 35 

stopthesteal - 

1120 

fyp - 434 italydidit - 60 stopthesteal - 34 maga - 1016 

duet - 239 wethepeople - 46 georgia - 29 trump - 990 

trump - 178 cd9tc - 41 antifa - 24 trump2020 - 781 

trumpsquad2020 - 

160 maga - 31 jonosoff - 22 voterfraud - 713 

greenscreen - 113 stopthecoup - 31 covid19 - 21 

electionfraud - 

688 

patriots - 95 notag - 31 fightback - 19 wwg1wga - 610 
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Cluster 0 Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 

america - 95 7mdk7 - 28 

raphaelwarnock 

- 17 

draintheswamp - 

601 

foryoupage - 91 electionfraud - 28 billgates - 17 qanon - 555 

maga - 86 contecomeclean - 26 

kamalaharris - 

15 dominion - 548 

republican - 82 libertyfirst - 25 joebiden - 15 patriots - 523 

georgia - 73 trumpwon2020crazyhorse - 23 mikepence - 14 fakenews - 521 

usa - 69 fightback - 20 parler - 14 freedom - 492 

patriotparty - 60 italygate - 18 

stormthecapitol - 

14 donaldtrump - 468 

proudboys - 56 

stopthedeepstatecriminalpolitici

ans - 15 

contecomeclean 

- 13 trumptrain - 463 

election2020 - 56 voetsekanc - 15 briankemp - 13 covid19 - 461 

foryou - 56 wakeywakey - 15 

oprahwinfrey - 

13 deepstate - 437 

iii - 56 millionmagamarch - 15 blm - 12 americafirst - 437 

trumptrain - 52 electionfraud2020com - 13 memes - 12 fightback - 434 

trump2021 - 52 voterfraud - 13 

mitchmcconnell - 

11 parler - 408 

womenfortrump - 

47 fuckyoucyril - 11 wwg1wga - 11 usa - 405 

projectcar - 47 antifa - 11 hillaryclinton - 11 truth - 393 

americaproud - 43 thiswewilldefend - 11 

chuckschumer - 

10 

presidenttrump - 

375 

stitch - 43 holdtheline - 11 maga - 10 

bidencrimefamily - 

371 

freedom - 43 libertyordeath - 11 trump - 10 kag - 368 

biden2020 - 43 wearethecure - 11 

presidenttrump - 

10 maga2020 - 346 

draintheswamp - 

43 trumpwon2020 - 11 treason - 9 gop - 343 

dc - 43 1776 - 11 chinazi - 9 election - 342 

biden - 43 tyrannyisthevirus - 11 spygate - 9 conservative - 342 

conservative - 39 bideniscorrupt - 11 sundarpichai - 9 scotus - 337 

Table 3: Overview top 30 hashtags of Parler communities (normalized to per 100 users) 

Table 3 provides an overview of the top 30 hashtags used by communities on Parler. The counts 

of the hashtags have been normalized accordingly to a group of 100 users in order to draw 

meaningful comparisons between groups. The majority of topics across all communities largely 

concentrate around elements of political grievances, calls for retaliation, conspiracy theories and 

far-right groups. Across all results, communities show a strong affinity towards topics that promote 

Trump ideology (e.g., trump2020, maga2020, trumptrain etc.) with many references also alluding 
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to voter fraud and far-right group memberships such as patriotparty, proudboys and qanon. The 

community that shows the highest engagement with extremist-related topics is cluster 3 as all 

their popular hashtags, on average, are used multiple times whereas other communities do not 

share this distinctive quality. The top hashtags stopthesteal, maga, and trump were used on 

average 10 times by the users in this group. This observation demonstrates a high motivational 

imbalance in individuals of cluster 3 towards extremist topics of conversations which is indicative 

of online radicalization. Cluster 2 appears to be the least coherent and radicalized community in 

terms of common hashtags used since the highest value observed is only 35. Nevertheless, a lot 

of the hashtags in this cluster still bear signs of far-right ideology such as stormthecapitol and 

fightback which hint towards possible instances of radicalized speech. Though, all communities 

exhibit evidence of online radicalization to a notable degree as observed by their collective use of 

hashtags. 

4.5 Corpora similarity 

Corpus A Corpus B Mean χ2 value Standard 

deviation of χ2 

Exceed the test 

statistic of 

148.230 at 

p=0.01? 

Cluster 3 Cluster 0  1056.41 637.74 🗸 

Cluster 3 Cluster 1 1765.87 697.64 🗸 

Cluster 3 Cluster 2 1552.78 527.57 🗸 

Cluster 3 Cluster –1 

(noise) 

1240.86 254.47 🗸 

Cluster 3 Twitter 1357.71 239.88 🗸 

Table 4: Chi-squared tests for corpora similarity between HDBSCAN clusters 

Table 4 provides results for corpora similarity tests. According to the chi-squared distribution 

table16 published online at MedCalc (2021), the critical value for significance at p=0.01 is given 

as 148.230 when the degrees of freedom equals 99. In statistics, degrees of freedom act as 

variables in the final calculation of a statistical measure that are used to determine the outcome 

of different scenarios in a system (Frost 2021). Degrees of freedom can be calculated as (m – 1) 

* (n – 1) where m = number of columns and n = number of rows of a contingency table. In this 

scenario, the number of columns is two representing corpus A and corpus B while the number of 

rows represent the number of word frequency measures given as 100.  

The chi-squared distribution table can be used to compare the observed chi-squared value 

against the critical value in testing the null hypothesis. Corpus similarity tests a null hypothesis 

asserting that various populations are equal with respect to some characteristics of interest (i.e., 

word frequency measures). This means that if the calculated χ2 value exceeds the given critical 

value, then the null hypothesis can be rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis (H1) which 

states that the word frequency measures are significantly different in their distributions between 

the two corpora. The higher the χ2 value is, the less likely it is that the differences are due to 

random chance. It can be seen from table 4 that all corpora comparisons exceeded the specified 

 
16 https://www.medcalc.org/manual/chi-square-table.php 
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critical value suggesting that none of the corpora are drawn from the same population. As such, 

the corpora are allowed to remain in their current state for subsequent analyses.  

4.6 N-gram frequency measures 

By comparing the frequency measures of n-grams between corpora, it was possible to establish 

similarities and differences across the results. These results provide an indication of what 

lexemes17 are commonly being used in the communities that define the general scope of the 

conversations.  

4.6.1 Uni-gram         

Cluster 0 Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Twitter 

counts word counts word counts word counts word counts word 

328 tiktok 124 trump 151 trump 206 trump 173 trump 

293 music 100 election 82 president 111 follow 99 amp 

284 create 86 vote 71 election 97 echo 97 capitol 

282 short 82 patriot 59 people 88 patriot 90 people 

208 sound 58 people 57 get 82 president 68 yesterday 

203 original 57 president 56 vote 73 election 65 not 

160 trump 57 not 52 patriot 69 news 61 election 

72 president 54 say 52 say 68 vote 57 get 

64 election 54 get 50 capitol 63 comment 57 call 

56 vote 51 fraud 45 news 57 people 54 say 

54 biden 51 one 44 not 54 capitol 53 like 

53 say 50 antifa 41 one 49 supporter 51 good 

51 viva 48 know 40 supporter 46 see 49 see 

50 antifa 47 take 39 know 46 say 49 police 

45 live 45 georgia 37 state 45 us 49 know 

45 watch 45 us 36 police 45 get 48 need 

45 patriot 43 make 36 america 41 break 47 medium 

42 state 42 capitol 36 time 41 watch 47 stop 

42 georgia 42 like 36 us 40 police 46 violence 

37 house 40 call 36 like 40 like 44 one 

Table 5: Top 20 uni-gram features of Parler and Twitter corpora (normalized to per 10,000 counts) 

Table 5 shows an overview of the most frequent uni-gram features from each platform. The 

prominent uni-grams (also referred to as ‘terms’) among Parler communities show strong ties to 

far-right political views and discussions about the Capitol riots and election fraud. For example, 

the terms trump, election and patriot commonly appear across the Parler communities illustrating 

that most conversations are focused on a political dimension that is more right-leaning. 

 
17A basic lexical unit of a language, consisting of one word or several words, considered as an abstract unit.xical 

unit of a language, consisting of one word or several words, considered as an abstract unit, 
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Interestingly, the uni-gram features of cluster 0 is notably different from the rest. The terms tiktok 

and music appear most frequently but other less frequent terms like trump, election, and vote 

indicate that conversations here may still be relevant to the research question. Twitter uni-grams 

also feature many of the terms commonly found in Parler communities, but also feature context 

relevant distinct terms not common on Parler like violence and stop. 

4.6.2 Bi-gram 

Table 6: Bi-gram features of Parler and Twitter corpora (normalized to per 20,000 counts) 

Table 6 provides an overview of the most frequent bi-gram features on Parler and Twitter. Looking 

at bi-grams gives a clearer picture on the collocates that produce a distinct sense of the lexeme. 

Across all Parler communities, the bi-grams trump supporter or president trump appear most 

frequently with the exception of cluster 0. Interestingly, president trump does not appear at all in 

the Twitter results. Cluster 0 exhibits a noticeable difference as compared to the other clusters 

that is characterized by an abnormal proportion of TikTok related terms when compared to other 

bi-grams in that cluster. TikTok is a video-sharing focused social networking service. This 

distinction shows that cluster 0 revolves around engagement of sharing TikTok related content on 

Parler. Other bi-gram features among Parler clusters such as echo echo, comment follow, and 

echo add convey motivations by Parler users to further spread their messages so that it can gain 

more traction within the entire platform, an observable effort of media manipulation. Other bi-

grams that echo the rhetoric of the attacking mob worthy of mentioning include antifa thug, stop 

steal, hide hide, save america, and storm capitol. Meanwhile, the top bi-gram features on Twitter 

paint a stark difference in opinion. Bi-grams such as stop trump, spread dangerous, dangerous 

rhetoric, and sign petition advocate the immediate removal of Trump from office in an effort to 

punish his incitement to violence from his followers. Also, some users on Twitter make references 

to the attacking mob as domestic terrorist whereas this is not present on Parler.  

counts bigram counts bigram counts bigram counts bigram counts bigram

597 short tiktok 61 trump supporter 72 president trump 80 trump supporter 70 social medium

597 tiktok music 50 president trump 68 trump supporter 72 president trump 59 incite violence

597 create short 42 patriot listecho 34 electoral college 71 follow echo 53 sign petition

429 original sound 42 commentfollow seat 31 mike pence 60 caboose loose 53 medium ban

422 music original 42 listecho commentfollow 29 donald trump 47 donald trump 53 dangerous rhetoric

98 president trump 30 seat hide 26 vice president 41 comment follow 53 spread dangerous

61 trump supporter 27 echo echo 22 storm capitol 40 follow patriot 53 ban good

38 electoral college 25 look like 21 stop steal 40 add handle 53 stop trump

34 joint session 23 high level 20 capitol building 36 mike pence 53 violence social

31 trump rally 23 level part 19 movie review 36 loose follow 53 add name

31 sidney powell 22 election fraud 17 lin wood 36 handle comment 53 rhetoric incite

27 antifa thug 18 online voice 16 electoral vote 36 echo add 52 call stop

24 bless jan 18 voter fraud 16 joe biden 35 list comment 52 petition call

24 viva president 18 hide hide 15 election fraud 35 patriot list 52 trump spread

24 donald trump 18 vocaroo online 15 white house 34 electoral college 52 good add

24 freedom plaza 18 georgia senate 15 save america 33 vice president 41 trump supporter

24 brad raffensperger 18 white house 14 election result 30 good news 26 capitol police

24 armed soldier 17 antifa blm 14 college vote 29 president donald 25 storm capitol

24 soldier viva 17 electoral vote 14 president mike 29 election fraud 24 donald trump

24 worry armed 17 steal election 14 president donald 27 app offer 23 domestic terrorist

Cluster 2Cluster 0 Cluster 1 Cluster 3 Twitter
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4.6.3 Tri-gram 

Table 7: Tri-gram features of Parler communities and Twitter (normalized to per 30,000 counts) 

Table 7 presents an overview of the most frequent tri-grams on respective platforms. Trig-rams 

may be indicative of reshared posts or of people speaking on a common subject. Again, results 

of cluster 0 show disproportionately high counts for TikTok-related language. Nevertheless, due 

to the other far less occurring tri-grams in the cluster such as viva president trump, viva rudy 

giuliani, and god bless jan, cluster 0 does indeed show a deep affiliation towards Trump ideology 

to an extent. Prominent tri-grams among other Parler clusters can fall under the categories of 

signal diffusion and news reporting. Signal diffusion refers to the acts of spreading the message 

throughout the platform’s network as evidenced by many tri-gram features like follow echo add, 

please like share, and like share follow revealing a collective drive to normalize the rhetoric 

displayed on Parler. In contrast, Twitter results shown here build on the findings arrived at from 

the bi-gram results and the conclusions gathered by Hitkul et al. (2021). Indeed, a lot of the tri-

grams on Twitter voice a strong opposition towards Trump’s endorsing violence from his followers 

as well as the actions of the rioters with urgent calls to remove Trump on both social media and 

from office (e.g. stop trump spread, petition call stop, social medium ban, need hold accountable 

etc.) 

4.7 Domain-specific vocabulary significance test 

This section provides an overview of the results obtained from domain-specific vocabulary 

significance tests comparing all clusters against the twitter corpus. The column headers ‘O1’ and 

‘O2’ represent the observed frequencies from each corpus, respectively. ‘1%’ and ‘2%’ are the 

observed frequencies normalized to their percentage form. The LL score is the log-likelihood, 

which indicates whether the result can be treated as significant. The LL must be above 3.84 for 

the difference to be significant with 95% confidence level or when p < 0.05. Log-likelihood 

measures highlighted in yellow signal that the item on average, appears more often in the first 

corpus whereas LL scores highlighted in light blue means the item is more prominent on Twitter. 

This is also indicated by the positive (i.e. Parler) or negative (i.e. Twitter) sign respectively that 

comes after the percentage value on column ‘2%’. The higher the LL is, the less likely it is that 

the result is due to random chance (McEnery & Hardie 2012). Therefore, if more terms are salient 

counts trigram counts trigram counts trigram counts trigram counts trigram

957 create short tiktok 68 listecho commentfollow seat 23 electoral college vote 58 loose follow echo 89 social medium ban

957 short tiktok music 68 patriot listecho commentfollow 22 vice president mike 56 caboose loose follow 88 spread dangerous rhetoric

676 music original sound 47 commentfollow seat hide 22 president donald trump 56 follow echo add 88 medium ban good

660 tiktok music original 41 echo echo echo 21 matt movie review 56 echo add handle 88 incite violence social

38 god bless jan 37 high level part 20 president mike pence 56 comment follow patriot 88 violence social medium

38 bless jan 2021 29 vocaroo online voice 14 front page political 56 add handle comment 87 dangerous rhetoric incite

38 viva jenna ellis 21 recorder vocaroo quick 14 america front page 56 handle comment follow 87 rhetoric incite violence

38 viva president trump 21 vocaroo quick easy 14 page political news 55 follow patriot list 87 trump spread dangerous

38 soldier viva rudy 21 voice recorder vocaroo 14 citizen free press 55 patriot list comment 87 stop trump spread

38 president trump worry 21 easy way share 13 high level part 43 app offer good 87 sign petition call

38 rudy giuliani viva 21 way share voice 12 joint session congress 43 news app offer 87 call stop trump

38 trump worry armed 21 quick easy way 12 storm capitol building 43 offer good news 87 petition call stop

38 armed soldier viva 21 online voice recorder 12 trump supporter storm 43 president donald trump 86 good add name

38 worry armed soldier 21 seat hide hide 11 short tiktok music 43 dml news app 86 ban good add

38 powell viva jenna 21 voice message interwebs 11 create short tiktok 43 good news reporting 18 police involve capitol

38 viva rudy giuliani 21 share voice message 11 music original sound 41 follow echo without 18 capitol attack yesterday

38 viva sidney powell 19 brand fastener patch 9 tiktok music original 41 please like share 17 involve capitol attack

38 sidney powell viva 19 velcro brand fastener 9 save america rally 41 like share follow 17 confirm police involve

33 join rsbn crew 19 georgia senate runoff 9 movie review matt 41 conversation comment4 follow 14 need hold accountable

33 freedom plaza ahead 17 patch proudly make 9 review matt movie 41 echo without comment 11 wait mondaydo today

Cluster 0 Cluster 2 Cluster 3Cluster 1 Twitter
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for a Parler corpus than for Twitter, then this is indicative of radicalized rhetoric being used and 

these terms may be nominated as keywords that warrant a closer look in their language patterns 

when conducting concordance analysis in order to validate or refute such assumptions.  

 

Cluster 0 vs. Twitter 

Item O1 1% O2 2% LL 

antifa 31 0.49 342 0.4 0.94 

death 4 0.06 28 0.03 0.71 

fight 5 0.08 309 0.36 - 18.06 

fuck 7 0.11 59 0.07 0.81 

gun 0 0 31 0.04 1.9 

hang 1 0.02 9 0.01 0.06 

kill 2 0.03 31 0.04 0.02 

march 3 0.05 164 0.19 - 8.07 

patriot 28 0.44 396 0.46 0.02 

protest 9 0.14 227 0.27 3.5 

qanon 0 0 8 0.01 0.01 

riot 1 0.02 86 0.1 - 5.06 

shoot 3 0.05 88 0.1 1.54 

storm 9 0.14 158 0.18 0.39 

trump 101 1.6 1319 1.54 0.09 

war 8 0.13 69 0.08 0.88 

white 16 0.25 105 0.12 + 5.4 

^Table 8: Cluster 0 vs. Twitter 

For lexicon18 significance tests between Cluster 0 and Twitter, only one word, white was 

significantly different in favor of Parler. In contrast, three words (e.g., march, riot, and fight) were 

more salient on Twitter. This adds further evidence that the content in cluster 0 may be more 

benign in nature regarding far-right language use.   

Cluster 1 vs. Twitter 

Item O1 1% O2 2% LL 

antifa 84 0.5 342 0.4 2.8 

death 4 0.02 28 0.03 0.15 

fight 34 0.2 309 0.36 - 11.82 

fuck 23 0.14 59 0.07 + 6.15 

gun 8 0.05 31 0.04 0.2 

hang 3 0.02 9 0.01 0.15 

kill 13 0.08 31 0.04 + 3.87 

march 16 0.09 164 0.19 - 8.19 

 
18 the vocabulary of a person, language, or branch of knowledge. 
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patriot 138 0.81 396 0.46 + 29.28 

protest 22 0.13 227 0.27 - 11.78 

qanon 3 0.02 8 0.01 0.28 

riot 6 0.04 86 0.1 - 7.32 

shoot 24 0.14 88 0.1 1.51 

storm 25 0.15 158 0.18 0.93 

trump 209 1.23 1319 1.54 - 9.34 

war 29 0.17 69 0.08 + 9.57 

white 18 0.11 105 0.12 0.2 

^Table 9: Cluster 1 vs. Twitter 

Table 9 highlights the significance tests between cluster 1 and Twitter. Keywords that include 

patriot, fuck, kill and trump are more salient on Parler whereas 5 out of the remaining 13 terms 

are more significant on Twitter. A large LL score for patriot in cluster 1 signals an unusually high 

usage of the term which warrants a closer examination in its pattern of use during concordance. 

Other keywords that draw on themes of anger and violence like fuck and kill are also of interest. 

Cluster 2 vs. Twitter 

Item O1 1% O2 2% LL 

antifa 381 0.32 342 0.4 - 8.65 

death 94 0.08 28 0.03 + 18.35 

fight 181 0.15 309 0.36 - 88.73 

fuck 170 0.14 59 0.07 + 25.01 

gun 71 0.06 31 0.04 + 5.19 

hang 33 0.03 9 0.01 + 6.86 

kill 120 0.1 31 0.04 + 29.74 

march 111 0.09 164 0.19 - 34.57 

patriot 616 0.52 396 0.46 2.93 

protest 132 0.11 227 0.27 - 65.79 

qanon 9 0.01 8 0.01 0.04 

riot 31 0.03 86 0.1 - 46.92 

shoot 186 0.16 88 0.1 + 10.52 

storm 223 0.19 158 0.18 0.01 

trump 1796 1.51 1319 1.54 0.33 

war 116 0.1 69 0.08 1.39 

white 123 0.1 105 0.12 1.5 

^Table 10: Cluster 2 vs Twitter 

Table 10 describes the significance tests between cluster 2 and Twitter. Among the many terms 

that was significant in cluster 2, the terms kill, fuck, and death had relatively high LL scores. All of 

these terms relate to possible hate speech which is a strong indicator of extremist discourse taking 

place. In spite of this, there were many terms that was significant in favor of Twitter too, however, 
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these terms when considered together appear generalizable to regular discourse in covering the 

event of the Capitol riots.  

Cluster 3 vs. Twitter 

Item O1 1% O2 2% LL 

antifa 99 0.38 342 0.4 0.11 

death 13 0.05 28 0.03 1.14 

fight 54 0.21 309 0.36 - 15.17 

fuck 13 0.05 59 0.07 0.85 

gun 7 0.03 31 0.04 0.27 

hang 2 0.01 9 0.01 0 

kill 26 0.1 31 0.04 + 12.73 

march 12 0.05 164 0.19 - 32.74 

patriot 227 0.88 396 0.46 + 54.63 

protest 53 0.2 227 0.27 2.79 

qanon 4 0.02 8 0.01 0.23 

riot 9 0.03 86 0.1 - 11.17 

shoot 65 0.25 88 0.1 + 26.84 

storm 56 0.22 158 0.18 0.86 

trump 531 2.05 1319 1.54 + 29.91 

war 25 0.1 69 0.08 0.42 

white 30 0.12 105 0.12 0.03 

^Table 11: Cluster 3 vs Twitter 

Table 11 provides results for significance tests between cluster 3 and Twitter. Cluster 3 showed 

significant differences in terms including patriot, trump, shoot and kill with relatively high LL 

scores. Such keywords, when used in language typically portray a violent rhetoric and calls for 

further inspection when applying concordance analysis.  

4.8 Concordance analysis 

This final section of the results presents a comprehensive overview of the concordance lines of 

carefully chosen keywords for each sub-community on Parler and conversations on Twitter. Each 

corpus features 2-3 concordance searches accompanied by brief analytical interpretations of the 

patterns and typicalities found in the generated concordance lines. Each concordance presents 

20 random samples of the keyword in context with a surrounding margin of 8 words on either side. 

Most of the keywords used in this analysis are salient terms derived from the domain-specific 

vocabulary tests of section 4.4 while others have been derived from keyword frequencies.  
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4.8.1 Cluster 0 

 

^Image 1: Cluster 0 - ‘tiktok’  

Image 1 depicts the concordances of ‘tiktok’. The results for cluster 0 reaffirm the notion gathered 

from previous results that this sub-community is largely communicating in the same manner - 

through the sharing of TikTok videos. Although, additional empirical evidence is required to make 

inferences about whether the TikTok videos themselves display far-right characteristics. 

Nonetheless, this is an inquiry that is outside the scope of the research as it considers a separate 

modality from language. In light of the previous evidence gathered, some of the language used 

in cluster 0 do show glimpses of radical rhetoric. For example, towards the end of lines: 1, 5 and 

11. The descriptive texts at these parts hint towards a perceived grievance (line 1: ‘who else be 

feed up cheatersneverwin’) or fringe beliefs that the election was stolen (line 5: 

‘democratscheated’) and a recognition that drastic measures should occur (lines 5 & 11: 

‘draintheswamp’).   
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4.8.2 Cluster 1 

 

^Image 2: concordance lines for ‘patriot’  

Image 2 outlines the concordances for ‘patriot’. ‘Patriot’ is a commonly used noun by far-right 

groups to call themselves as and is a major part of their collective identity. Indeed, a lot of the 

messages express solidarity towards the group membership (lines: 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 19). In 

other cases, messages are accusing out-groups for disguising as patriots and committing violence 

to sabotage the reputation of their social group contributing to the disinformation narrative (lines: 

8, 15). These results show clear evidence that authors of this community, using ‘patriot’ in their 

rhetoric, share common beliefs and a self-identity that is supportive of the far-right movement.   
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^Image 3: concordance lines for ‘trump’  

Image 3 depicts the concordances for ‘trump’.  Some of the messages express their support for 

Trump and his ill-founded campaign to contest the presidential election (lines: 4, 8, 18, 19, 20). 

Some of these messages even frame Trump as their savior to lead them in the ‘fight against evil’ 

which could be interpreted as an us versus them distinction (e.g. democratic values, the 

institution, capitol police etc.) of this radical group identity thereby legitimizing a need for violence. 

In other instances, ‘trump’ is a collocate to refer to the demonstrators or ‘patriots’ where the 

speaker appears to direct blame on antifa (lines: 2,10) for causing the violence, whereas trump 

demonstrators are viewed as ‘peaceful’ (line 6).  
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^Image 4: concordance lines for ‘fuck’ 

Image 4 presents concordances for ‘fuck’. The term ‘fuck’ is particularly salient when used to 

express a grievance towards an out-group. This allows the analyst to quickly identify whom the 

far-right radicals label as their enemies or view as a perceived threat to their social group. 

Evidence shows that the keyword is being used as profanity where the authors are verbally 

attacking certain political figures (lines: 3, 8, 9, 11, 17, 20) and other entities (lines 6, 20) like 

antifa.   

4.8.3 Cluster 2 

 

^Image 5: Cluster 2 - ‘kill’ 

Image 5 shows concordance for ‘kill’. Some of the messages here use the keyword to discuss an 

event where a woman was shot by Capitol police while participating in the riots (lines 3, 4¸10, 12, 

17). In other cases, the keyword is framed as an action committed towards the in-group. For 

example, line 1 claims that the Clintons have many good Americans ‘killed’ and that the radical 

individual views the current circumstances as unacceptable – a sign of perceived grievance.   
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^Image 6: Cluster 2 - ‘hang’ 

Image 6 portrays the concordance for ‘hang’. The keyterm has many definitions (Merriam-

Webster19 ) but can take on violent connotations depending on its use in context. Evidence shows 

that indeed, ‘hang’ is being repeatedly used an intransitive verb to refer to the act of dying by 

suspension of the neck. The violent sense of this word is being directed towards political figures 

(lines: 2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 15, 19) and other entities (lines: 2, 13, 17). This illustrates that many of the 

users are calling for violence echoing negative sentiments similar to the attacking mob. 

 
19 Hang | Definition of Hang by Merriam-Webster 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/hang
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4.8.4 Cluster 3 

 

^Image 7: Cluster 3 - ‘shoot’ 

Image 7 depicts the concordance for ‘shoot’. Similar to the concordance of ‘kill’ within cluster 2, a 

lot of the messages are reporting on the murder of a woman who participated in the Capitol riots 

(lines: 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 13, etc.) while voicing their solidarity with the deceased.  

 

^Image 8: Cluster 3  - ‘trump’ 

Image 8 displays the concordance for ‘trump’. At a glance, the lines presented in the window 

appear to be quite gibberish as nearly all of the messages here take on an unconventional 

grammatical structure not typically seen in proper written language. The words that make up the 

lines have no discernible semantics when reading them normally. Instead, the messages appear 

to be a continuous stream of hashtag-esque words that refer strongly to far-right themes such as 

election fraud (line 2: ‘stopthesteal’, line 4: ‘voterfraud’), support for Trump (line 1: ‘maga2020’, 
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line 12: ‘istandwithtrump’), conspiracy theories (line 7: ‘obamagate’, line 20: ‘qanon’), and the 

capitol riots (line 4: ‘fightback’, line 19: ‘marchonwashington’). The results observed here are quite 

intriguing as hashtags were already removed during the preprocessing steps before generating 

concordance lines. Posts of this nature allude to the notion that they may be echo posts or 

propaganda that serve to escalate the far-right rhetoric on Parler by widespread dissemination 

while leveraging organic traffic manipulation for their objectives.  

 

^Image 9: Cluster 3 -  ‘patriot’ 

Image 9 provides the concordance for ‘patriot’. The results here show very similar language 

patterns to the messages seen previously in cluster 3, the messages are unconventionally 

structured and is more or less a continuous flurry of topics that are directly associated with the 

far-right narrative.  
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4.8.5 Twitter 

The two keywords that have been selected for closer examination in the Twitter corpus are ‘fight’ 

and ‘protest’. Both of these terms had very high LL scores when compared to corpus 2 with 88.73 

and 65.79 respectively. As the scores were unusually high in relation to far-right specific 

vocabulary, they qualified for further analysis in concordance. 

^Image 10: Twitter - ‘fight’ 

Image 10 outlines the concordance for ‘fight’ on Twitter. Nearly all of the messages in this 

concordance sample illustrate a strong affiliation towards Trump and right-wing extremist views. 

Lines like ‘have the courage to storm the capitol to fight’ (line 2) and ‘stand with you mr president.. 

I will fight for you’ (line 16) convey a positive in-group response to Trump’s endorsement of violent 

behavior. This provides evidence that there is still a presence of far-right communities on Twitter 

although they appear to be part of the minority in this platform.  
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^Image 11: Twitter - ‘protest’ 

Lastly, image 11 presents the concordances for ‘protest’. The examples given show mixed results 

in how the keyword is used in language by certain authors. In some cases, language is used to 

merely discuss the protest that is transpiring in Washington D.C. from different sides (lines: 2, 3, 

8, 16 etc.). While other instances lean more towards a far-right agenda in disseminating 

misinformation such as lines 11 and 20 where the authors frame the attack of the Capitol on Antifa 

and supporters of BLM. 

5 Discussion and Limitations 

5.1 Discussion 
In light of the unprecedented 2021 Capitol riots and the 2020 U.S. presidential election, there is 

no doubt that social media technologies like Parler facilitated online radicalization of individuals 

towards violence. Parler’s role as a hyper-conservative platform and the composition of its far-

right userbase gives it strong connections to the storming of the Capitol (Munn 2021). As a result, 

the content on Parler, its lax positioning on content regulation, and heavily one-sided political 

leanings rendered it an attractive environment for empirically studying normative behaviors in a 

social network that is predominantly right-wing radical. The purpose of this thesis set out to answer 

the research question: “How does the language of corpora from radicalized communities 

discovered on Parler compare to online conservations on Twitter regarding the Capitol riots and 

election fraud?”. The problems posed within this question can be viewed and answered as a two-

fold structure: the first concerns implementing a computational approach for community detection, 

and the other subsequently drawing on computational linguistic tools to infer knowledge about 

online extremism. 

In terms of community detection within a social network, the implementation of HDBSCAN 

clustering of Parler users into sub-communities based on the similarity of their hashtag patterns 

made it possible to identify virtual social groups that subscribed to a wide assortment of far-right 

views. Drawing on the theoretical framework of radicalism by Kruglanski et al. (2014) and 

literature insights on the hashtags and terms used by political far-right groups (Torregrosa et al. 

2020, Hitkul et al 2021), clear descriptive measures of radicalism within a sub-community 

including the discrepancies across sub-communities could be established. The sub-communities 

detected on Parler exhibited telltale signs of a high degree of radicalism towards far-right beliefs 

as indicated by a collective and motivationally imbalanced use of far-right hashtags. In light of 

Zhang et al. (2012), hashtags can serve as the symbol of a community by linking users with similar 

ideas. The results show that the most popular topics of conversations among Parler communities 

were centered around Trumpism, conspiracy theories, far-right extremist groups, voter fraud and 

conservative in-group favoritism.  

Subjecting the texts of radicalized communities to corpus linguistic tools revealed key 

insights into the radical rhetoric of the groups. As expected, the general findings of the content on 

Parler and Twitter in this thesis corroborate with Hitkul et al.’s (2021) work - Parler exhibited an 

extreme right-wing narrative echoing the propaganda of disinformation, calls for violence, and 

conspiracy theories comparable to the attacking mob. By contrast, content on Twitter showed 
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strong opposition and disdain towards the actions of the rioters and Trump, calling for his removal 

on both social media and from office.  

In terms of findings gathered from n-gram frequencies, the prominent unigrams among 

sub-communities were using common political types of terms to construct their discourse which 

display strong ties to far-right views when discussing the Capitol riots and election fraud. 

Moreover, from bi-gram and tri-gram feature extractions, it was discovered that radicalized 

communities used persuasive language (see sections 4.6.2 and 4.6.3) in promoting and 

endorsing far-right beliefs to others among their community via manipulation of social media 

engagement features. Interestingly, this behavior was not immediately present in the discourse 

on Twitter. Moreover, radicalized communities showed clear in-group favoritism towards Trump 

ideology as evidenced by the prominence of ‘president trump’ and ‘patriot’ among the sub-

communities whereas this is not present on Twitter.    

 From the results gathered by domain-specific vocabulary significance tests, it was 

possible to derive which far-right terms were more salient in Parler sub-communities when 

compared to a more neutral corpus like Twitter. Doing so provided key insights of the important 

linguistic markers far-right actors would use within a radicalized community. It was found that 

salient terms drawing on emergent themes of anger and violence were typically common among 

the radicalized communities. Although significance tests of more terms along these psychological 

constructs should be explored to establish firmer conclusions. On the other hand, the set of terms 

that were more significant on Twitter when compared to Parler reflect a more benign nature when 

considered together. Evidence suggests that the terms served merely as descriptors for the 

violent attack. 

The salient far-right terms were then submitted to the analysis of concordances. By 

interpreting the concordance searches, certain sub-communities displayed clear evidence of the 

elements that make up a radical group as indicated by their collective discourse. These findings 

corroborate strongly to previous literature on the extremist discourse (Sakki & Pettersson 2016; 

Fortuna & Nunez 2018; Furlow & Goodall Jr. 2011). These were expressions of political 

grievances, hate speech and discursive speech touching on war terminology and ‘otherness’. The 

generated samples of concordances supports the revealed pattern of polarized thinking and 

opposition that according to Meloy (2012), is considered to be a type of warning behavior that 

indicates radicalization. Moreover, concordance analysis identified the largest radicalized 

community to be expressing extremist discourse in a novel way not previously reported by existing 

literature. Radical users of this sub-community (see sections 4.8.4) were observed to be 

aggressively promoting radical ideas in an attempt to reify them as mainstream views. This 

normative behavior could be attributed to the ‘group extremity shift’ or ‘group polarization’ 

mechanism of political radicalization proposed by McCauley & Moskalenko (2008) which states 

that groups of strangers brought together to discuss issues of political opinion show consistently 

two kinds of change: increased agreement about the opinion at issue, and a shift in the average 

opinion of group members. The shift is toward increased extremity on whichever side of the 

opinion is favored by most individuals before discussion (Brown 1985). The intent may be to 

propagandize the far-right beliefs and fringe opinions on mainstream channels so that they may 

be gradually normalized among the population, a tactic not unheard of by far-right actors on social 

media as evidenced by Winter (2019). 
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5.2 Limitations 

Although the computational approaches and linguistic analyses taken in this thesis strongly 

elucidates a range of behaviors distinctive of far-right communities, they are not without their 

shortcomings. Nevertheless, various rooms for improvement and implications in the approaches 

and nature of the datasets can be highlighted.  

Firstly, Parler data had extremely limited metadata associated with its textual content. For 

instance, there is no way to check whether a given parlay is an echo parlay meaning it has been 

taken from another individual and reposted in the same manner. Studying this would be 

interesting as this information reveals that the implications behind the message has been 

supported by another individual. Including this feature in the analysis would offer a more 

comprehensive overview of how language and normative behaviors intersect in propagating 

extremist views. Another important remark is that this thesis examined the phenomenon of 

radicalization in a snapshot timeframe. In other words, the temporal factor was not considered in 

the analysis. From existing literature (Rehman et al. 2020, COPS 2021), it is well known that 

radicalization is a gradual process and typically necessitates a temporal component to rigorously 

examine the full scope of how language plays a role in perpetuating and escalating radicalization. 

 Secondly, the novel Twitter dataset acquired for this thesis research was not balanced in 

their number of candidate hashtags according to the expectation of API requests made for 

retrieving historical tweets (see section 3.3.1). This could have affected the quality of the analysis 

gathered from the linguistic data. In addition to this, there is an important distinction to be made 

between the Parler and Twitter datasets. The Parler dataset has complete information on all the 

textual content made by a user, however, the Twitter dataset only returns a fragment of a user’s 

posting history of that day. With the current data acquisition method used, it was not possible to 

gather complete information of textual content by a user for Twitter. A more robust approach 

towards acquiring a comprehensive and fair Twitter dataset would be to scrape text data from a 

random sample of users who posted on the day of the riots as this permits no preconceived 

notions on what the content might entail and the conclusions thereafter.   

Thirdly, from studying social media with NLP, it is well known that authors on 

microblogging sites are notorious for their inconsistencies in syntax. Parler is no exception to this 

which can influence the veracity of results obtained if there are too many errors or too much noise 

present in the data. This can especially have an impact on interpretations made during 

concordance analysis. In some cases, judgements made from language are subjective and open 

to interpretation as the real intent of the speaker can never be known without asking them directly. 

Nonetheless, identifying patterns in the language by finding supporting evidence from multiple 

distinct sources should alleviate this concern on its own.  

A fourth observation is that this thesis did not make use of a ground-truth radical corpus 

to compare for similarity against the community detected corpora. The conclusions from this 

research could be strengthened by comparing corpora of discovered communities to a ground-

truth radical corpus of known extremist actors belonging to a social network. Doing so will allow 

researchers to make more accurate judgements on the nature of the corpus and can be used as 

an indicator for radical discourse.   
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6 Conclusion and Future work 

6.1 Conclusion 

The work of this thesis has shown that language is a prevailing force in driving the far-right 

narrative on social media. By combining the powerful analytical tools of unsupervised clustering 

and corpus linguistics, the current thesis was able to identify distinct patterns in language that are 

indicative of online radicalization within the framework of right-wing extremism. Users in 

radicalized communities deployed a number of strategies in their discourse that is characteristic 

of perpetuating the far-right narrative thereby exposing more and more people to opportunities for 

radicalization. This entailed constructing a violent and aggressive discourse with warmongering 

qualities effectively creating an ‘us vs. them’ dichotomy that legitimizes their need for violence. In 

another special instance, it was found that radical users as a collective group would aggressively 

promote and disseminate a flurry of radical ideas into the mainstream limelight as a means to 

recommend fringe opinions to the entire community thereby painting those views as favorable; a 

tactic that is reminiscent of the down-the-rabbit hole effect. The techniques used in thesis are 

proven to work in detecting radicalized sub-communities within a known extremist social network. 

The work here can also be viewed as an explorative tool in building comprehensive labelled 

datasets for extremism detection which help to prevent radicalization from reaching their ultimate 

stages like terrorism and violent attacks. In addition to, removing radical content more efficiently 

from mainstream sources.  

6.2 Future work 

Online radicalization is a complex and burgeoning societal issue that can take on many distinctive 

qualities which necessitates studying it from a wide array of analytical perspectives. This thesis 

leveraged only a small fraction of the analytical tools that can be performed on linguistic data. 

Recent advances in NLP opens up a large avenue of computational techniques applicable to the 

study of online extremism. Future work would do well to incorporate such techniques towards 

better understanding of normative behaviors associated with radicalization and extremism. Some 

notable suggestions for meaningful progress and contributions related to this work are outlined 

below: 

• Apply significance tests of far-right extremist vocabulary between key actors of a known 

extremist group and regular users. This would elucidate which terms are more salient to 

a radicalized individual which could be a linguistic marker for radicalization.  

• Compare the within-differences of language use in radicalized users across the two social 

media platforms. 

• Conduct a comparative sentiment analysis between discovered radicalized communities 

and Twitter following a key event to see if there any interesting differences.  

 

• Analyze the temporal component of certain keywords over time such as before the Capitol 

riots and afterwards for gathering key insights in changes to propaganda.  

• Explore motivational theories of radicalization with LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word 

Count) software on detected communities to automate the process of extracting 
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psychological constructs from textual content. This approach can be powerful in describing 

normative behaviors rooted in social science theories of radicalization.   

• Make use of POS (parts-of-speech) tagging as to critically analyze pronoun use by radical 

users vs. non-radical users among other parts-of-speech features.  

• In this thesis, user clustering was performed on one textual feature (i.e. hashtag similarity), 

however other textual features such as URL similarity, text similarity, and retweeting 

similarity can be exploited and combined for more nuanced and fine-grained community 

discovery results as previously done by Zhang et al.(2012) and Kelly (2017).  
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9 Appendix 

9.1 Parler EDA 
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 Top hashtags (Parler) 

 topics counts percentage 

0 stopthesteal 7172 29 

1 maga 5286 21 

2 trump2020 4472 18 

3 trump 4424 18 

4 wwg1wga 2934 12 

5 electionfraud 2884 11 

6 fightback 2466 10 

7 patriots 2202 9 

8 voterfraud 2148 8 

9 qanon 2044 8 

10 wethepeople 1956 8 

11 usa 1915 7 

12 trumptrain 1911 7 

13 draintheswamp 1799 7 

14 americafirst 1793 7 

15 kag 1700 6 

16 election2020 1692 6 

17 parler 1650 6 

18 georgia 1631 6 

19 Fakenews 1565 6 
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9.2 Twitter EDA 

 

 username posts percentage 

0 Gtv_Luna 89 0.77 

1 jgmac1106 59 0.51 

2 PrgrsvArchitect 43 0.37 

3 ClimateGuy101 39 0.34 

4 Jimmyrealdeal 28 0.24 

5 steveandrew2000 25 0.22 

6 StupidBoomers 24 0.21 

7 TruePerspicuity 23 0.20 

8 DemocratChique 21 0.18 

9 mcleod 21 0.18 
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